Abstract -In list decoding (M-algorithm) the decoder state space is typically much smaller than the encoder state space. Hence, it can happen that the correct path is lost. This is a serious kind of error event that is typical for list decoding. In this paper two upper bounds on the probability of correct path loss for list decoding are given. For fixed convolutional codes counterparts to Viterbi's upper bounds for maximum-likelihood decoding of fixed convolutional codes are proved. Finally, it is shown that there exists a fixed convolutional code whose probability of correct path loss when decoded by list decoding satisfies a simple expurgated bound.
I. INTRODUCTION
Viterbi decoding is an example of a non-backtracking decocling method that at each time instant examines the total encoder state space. T h e error correcting capability of the code is fully exploited.
[n list decoding (M-algorithm) we first limit the resources of i,he decoder, then we choose an encoding matrix with a state space that is larger than the decoder state space. Thus, assuming the same decoder complexity, we use a more powerful code with list decoding than with Viterbi decoding. A list decoder is a very powerful non-backtracking decoding method tha.t does not fully exploit the error correcting capability of the code.
List decoding is a breadth-first search of the code tree. At each depth only the L most promising subpaths are extended, not all, as is the case with Viterbi decoding. These subpaths form a lzst of size L .
Since the search is breadth-first, all subpaths on the list are of the same length and finding the L best extensions reduces to choosing the L extensions with the largest values of the cumulative Viterbi metric.
THE CORRECT PATH LOSS PROBLEM
Since only the L best extensions are kept it can happen tha,t the correct path is lost. This is a very severe event that causes many bit errors. If the decoder cannot recover a lost correct path it is of course a "catastrophe", i.e., a situation similar to the catastrophic error propagation that can occur when a catastrophic encoding matrix is used to encode the
The list decoder's ability to recover a lost correct path depends heavily on the type of encoder that is used. A systematic encoder supports a spontaneous recovery. 
U P P E R BOUNDS ON THE PROBABILITY OF CORRECT PATH LOSS
T h e correct ]path loss on the 8th step of a list decoding, algorithm is a random event E, which consists of deleting ai, the zth step the correct codeword from the list of the L most likely codewords. 
